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D1.1: Report, including good practice examples in Europe and China, derived 
from the knowledge base of Tasks 1.1, 1.2, 1.3, 1.4 as part of the joint book 
foreseen in WP6 (M12). 

D1.2: Comprehensive Atlas (as visual part of the online compendium 
elaborated in WP6) including visual stories of transformation, maps of 
approaches to optimize human and cultural drivers in sustainable 
urbanisation, derived from the transformative knowledge of Tasks 1.1, 1.2, 
1.3, 1.4 (M30). > M33 

D1.3: Recommendations (from social actions to design effects) as a 
comprehensive roadmap for community building, inclusive cities, place-
making, including a catalogue of design and planning approaches (M33). 

Workshop in Macrolotto 0, Prato > interviews for D1.3: Recommendations

WP1 – Community building and place-making in neighbourhoods

Deliverables
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“Comprehensive Atlas (as visual part of the online compendium elaborated in 
WP6) including visual stories of transformation, maps of approaches to 
optimize human and cultural drivers in sustainable urbanisation, derived from 
the transformative knowledge of Tasks 1.1, 1.2, 1.3, 1.4 (M30).” 

TOOLS FOR COMMUNITY-BUILDING AND PLACE-MAKING: 
1.Upgrading of historic district 
2.Storytelling 
3.Participatory budgeting 
4.Common space co-building 
5.Participatory gardening 
6.Community Mapping 
7.Education festival 
8. Adaptive reuse

D1.2: Comprehensive Atlas
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WP1 will contribute to the online compendium by providing a series of Tools 
for community-building and place-making. 

Tools are developed from a “call for tools” among WP1 researchers, based on: 

• literature review and analysis of the knowledge base reported in WP1 
deliverable D1.1 – Report, including good practice examples in Europe and 
China, derived from the knowledge base (TRANS-URBAN-EU-CHINA 2019); 

• transformative knowledge from good practices on socially integrative urban 
development projects, Urban Living Labs (ULL) – for instance, in the case of 
Wenjing in Chengdu – Reference Cities and analysis of operational 
experiences that directly involved the partners.

Tools for community-building and place-making
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Abstract: 

1.Upgrading of historic district (NTNU) 
In order to upgrade the living environment quality in historic district and keep the district 
competitive and attentiveness in the fabric of urban areas, the key of the success is to involvement 
and designated roles to the original community, local authority, real estate developers and 
conservationists into the process of transformation (i.e gentrification, to be discussed most used 
terms).  

2.Storytelling (NTNU + TSHA) 
Storytelling is a tool used to share a message through which, values, qualities and attributes of a 
culture are communicated and preserved. Its goal is to allow stakeholders with different perspectives 
gaining a mutual understanding of an issue. Although its potentials, storytelling could be weakened by 
various factors.   

3.Participatory budgeting (NTNU) 
Participatory budgeting is a government-driven institutionally embedded mechanism allowing citizens 
to decide how to spend parts of a public budget. It can change how the state works and citizens 
interact with it, but limits participation and learning to the short-term and instrumental and success 
depends on committed government leaders. 

4.Common space co-building (TSHA) 
Common space co-building is an important tool for improving physical environment and enhancing 
social cohesion in the community. Providing neighbors a chance to meet, discuss and explore the 
potential function of public space together, it is not just a matter of design; rather, it’s a process of 
local knowledge construction, individual experience sharing and mutual trust building.
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Abstract: 

5.Participatory gardening (TSHA + UNIMC) 
Participatory gardening is a common effort of community members to renovate a vacant, derelict, or 
poorly maintained land into a community garden, by way of co-management and co-maintenance. It 
helps to improve the urban natural ecosystem and biodiversity, promote neighborhood health and 
well-being, strengthen neighborhood interaction and bonding, create natural education opportunities, 
and cultivate the ecological and sustainable awareness of the public. 

6.Community Mapping (TSHA + UNIMC) 
Community mapping allows communities to represent themselves spatially and to understand places 
identity by highlighting the relationships among many natural, anthropological and built elements in 
the space-time game. Communicative dialogue - that is at the basis of the mechanism - allows both 
reflective thinking and creative conflicts among different perspectives on heritage and future. 

7.Education festival (UNIMC + CASTED) 
Education festival is a tool of integration and exchanges between citizens of different age, social 
background and interests, its “effects” go beyond the time of the event. It is a concrete experience 
to educating city, which uses formal and informal educational (schools, museums, makers spaces etc.) 
processes to promote the identity and the self-construction of the sense of community. 

8. Adaptive reuse (POLITO + TSHA) 
Adaptive reuse is a set of design strategies and practices for the active conservation of physical and 
cultural heritage. All these interventions pay attention to the relationship with local communities 
around them, in order to ensure an active participation of the inhabitants to preserve the place, 
support activities that respond to the real needs and foster a vibrant social and territorial alliance.
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POLITO is in charge of the elaboration of 10 visual stories  

NATURE AND TYPE OF GRAPHICAL CONTENTS 
The images in visual essays can originate from different sources, and may 
include:  
- organization of research data; 
- interpretations of collected data; 
- descriptions of the process of analysis/synthesis of data; 
- the resulting interpretation. 

The images could be of different types: 
- photos/docs/maps/graph/diagrams/charts/ 
- non-vectorial vs vectorial

Visual stories
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ATLAS VISUAL STORY

1 2 3 4

5 6 7 8

9 10
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CASE: SCARABO’ / CONCEPT

City as big classroom / 
educational workshop

“ “

Link between 
traditional 
(school) and 
innovative (city) 
didactics

Knowledge 
transmitted 
between different 
people within the 
community

Reproducibility of 
the experiment in 
others
community / city 

Permanence of 
education beyond 
the time of the 
event 

“

“

“

“

“

“
SINGLE TYPE ILLUSTRATION TYPE STORYBOARD
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CASE: SCARABO’ / ILLUSTRATION

1- Link between traditional (school) and innovative (city) didactics
2- Knowledge transmitted between different people within the community
3- Permanence of education beyond the time of the event
4- Reproducibility of the experiment in others community / city 

1 2

3

4

SINGLE TYPE ILLUSTRATION TYPE STORYBOARD
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SCHEDULE: 

21 January: Deadline for submission of the above form for each tool. 

19 February: POLITO/TSHA comments about the selected tools. 

28 February: WP1 partners comments about the selected tools. 

30 April: Deadline for 1st draft text and images for each tool. 

29 May: POLITO/TSHA comments about text and images for each tool. 

22 June: Deadline for final text for each tool. 

30 September: Deadline D1.2 Comprehensive Atlas  

(texts + visual stories)

D1.2: Comprehensive Atlas
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D1.3: Recommendations

D1.3 Recommendations from social actions to design effects. 

“Recommendations (from social actions to design effects) as a comprehensive 
roadmap for community building, inclusive cities, place-making, including a 
catalogue of design and planning approaches, as part of the online 
compendium elaborated in WP6. (M33)” 

We provide policy recommendations for key stakeholders of TRANS-URBAN-
EU-CHINA collecting relevant contributions from D1.1, D.1.2 and collecting 
interviews on Macrolotto 0, Prato and Wenjiang, Chengdu. 

Who: Polito and UniMc and all WP1 partners 
What: a memo for stakeholders (mostly urban planners, Cities) 
When: M33 
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Book – Chapter 3

Mobilizing communities for the transition towards socially integrative cities 

Article 3.1: Community building through public engagement: who is participating?  
Authors: Thea Marie Valler, Marius Korsnes, Jiayan Liu, Yulin Chen 

Article 3.2: More inclusive cities through life-long learning and the ‘educating city’  
Authors: Fabrizio d’Aniello, Zhuqing Xu, Elisabetta Patrizi, Stefano Polenta  

Article 3.3: The role of heritage in urban transition: a comparative approach  
Authors: Lisbet Sauarlia, Wang Yu 

Article 3.4: Challenge of place-making in post-industrial Chinese and European cities 
Authors: Hamama Badiaa, Maria Paola Repellino, Liu Jian, Michele Bonino  

24 July: Deadline for final texts 
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Web-stories for WP4

WP1 will support WP4 web-storylines in drafting 3 “key trends” and “seeds 
of changes/Niche” found critical in the areas of community-building and 
place-making. 

The TRANS-EU-CHINA web-storylines aim to support urban policies and 
practices so that they share understanding of available knowledge, improve 
management practices and foster the creation of more inclusive cities.  

Storytelling as online and interactive communication tool that can facilitate 
the cross-reading of the WP1-WP3 results 

21 July – deadline “WP1 call for trends” 
31 July – first draft “trend description table”


